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Abstract
This paper describes the psychometric features and the validation process of the Adult Dispositional Hope Scale (ADHS) for adolescents in the south of Brazil. This scale measures the Hope construct in terms of pathways and agency. The ADHS was translated to Portuguese and underwent a reverse translation. A sample of 450 students, from 14 to 18 years old ($M=16.8$ years, $SD=3.4$, 56% female), answered the ADHS, the Hope Index, the LOT-R and the Rosenberg’s Self-Esteem Scale. A factorial analysis with varimax rotation showed that the scale is unidimensional and that its internal consistency was adequate (Cronbach’s alpha = .80). No significant gender differences were found. Correlations of ADHS with the other constructs presented evidence of convergent validity in the present study.
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Hope has been described, measured and studied in different ways and by different areas of human knowledge, as Philosophy, Theology, Education and Psychology (Edwards, 2009). In the last 20 years, from the development of Snyder’s theory (1995, 2000a, 2000b) onwards, studies about Hope have received greater attention within the field of Positive Psychology (Snyder & Lopez, 2009). In Brazil there are no valid instruments to measure hope in adolescents. Then, the present study aims to adapt and validate the Dispositional Adult Hope Scale (Snyder et al., 2001) for use in Brazil with adolescents. The specific objective was to investigate the relationship among hope (dispositional and cognitive), optimism and self-esteem.

Snyder (1995) states that Hope is a construct based upon realistic evaluations about desires and the means to achieve them. Researchers agree with the premise that Hope is related to positive expectations about obtaining an objective (Creamer et al., 2009). In the same respect, Snyder and Lopes (2005) proposed that Hope is the thinking directed to objectives and composed of pathways and agency.

The pathways refer to the capacity to generating suitable paths for obtaining the objective desired. They can also be understood to be the paths perceived so that the objective can be attained (Creamer et al., 2009; Roesch & Vaughn, 2006; Snyder & Lopez, 2007). Producing several pathways is particularly important when barriers arise between the subject and the objective. By having various pathways, the individual can easily find an alternate path upon coming up against obstacles.

The agency is the motivating component which drives the search for the objective, using the pathways (Snyder & Lopez, 2009). It is described as the belief in one’s own
skill in using the pathways and achieving the objectives proposed. People high in agency are characterized by determination, motivation and energy directed towards obtaining results (Creamer et al., 2009). This component is essential in seeking any goal, but is more strongly emphasized when obstacles occur (Snyder & Lopez, 2005). Only objectives of considerable value to the individual have agency, i.e., motivation to be achieved (Snyder & Lopez, 2007). Although it is composed of two factors, hope is “a positive motivational state that is based on an interactively derived sense of successful (a) agency (goal directed energy) and (b) pathways (planning to meet goals)” (Snyder et al., 1991, p. 287).

Several authors have constructed instruments in order to evaluate Hope and better understand its influence on the lives of adolescents and adults (Edwards, Ong, & Lopez, 2007). However, few have appropriate psychometric features. Snyder developed two scales: the State Hope Scale (Snyder et al., 1996) and the Adult Dispositional Hope Scale (Snyder et al., 1991). The first scale evaluates Hope being sensitive to the variances which occur in short periods of time. It is rather useful when the objective is to evaluate the effects of a treatment or intervention concerning Hope. Whereas the second one measures Hope as having a more permanent nature, stable in time, and so dispositional, which indicates temperament, trait. Thus, the age range for which it is intended is that of adolescents who are at least 15 years old.

According to Snyder (2000a), Hope starts to develop in childhood, being reinforced throughout development. The pathways begin to develop when children learn the temporal relations between their actions and the results thereof. The agency, in turn, emerges when the child becomes aware that (s)he is the subject of his/her actions (Creamer et al., 2009).

The evaluation of Hope, through instruments such as this one proposed by Snyder and colleagues (2001), contributes to clarifying the relations of Hope with other constructs, which allows greater understanding about human development. Biswas-Diener and Patterson (2011) said that it positive process emotions, prospective emotions (e.g., hope), and retrospective emotions are positively related to motivation to study, effective study strategy. Students high in Hope have high scores in positive social interactions and school grades, as well as possessing high self-esteem and being very optimistic (Snyder, Cheavens, & Sympсон, 1997; Snyder, Hoza et al., 1997; Valle, Huebner, & Suldo, 2006). To evaluate the convergent validity, the present study examined the correlations among hope, self-esteem and optimism in Brazilian adolescents.

Other results indicate that Hope is positively related to overall life satisfaction (Roesch & Vaughn, 2006; Valle, Huebner, & Suldo, 2004), being associated with efficient strategies of coping with and resolving problems (Belli-aggi & Blank, 2006; Chang, 2003). A good academic and physical performance (Ciarrochi, Heaven, & Davies, 2007) are associated with high scores in Hope. This relation is repeated regarding work (Peterson & Byron, 2008).

Method

Participants

Participants were 450 students of the first, second and third years of elementary school, aged between 14 and 18 years old, the average age being 16.8 years (SD=3.4). Of this total, 383 came from schools of public education, and 87 attended private schools. About 56% of the students were female and 44% male.

The sample was chosen for reasons of convenience and the students took part on a voluntary basis. The signing of an informed consent by the parents was also a requirement for taking part in the survey.

Instruments

The participants answered the Dispositional Hope Scale for Adults (Snyder et al., 1991). This instrument contains 12 items. Four of them refer to the agency dimension, four refer to the pathways dimension, and the remaining four items are distractors. The items are answered on a five-point Likert type scale where 1 means totally false and 5, totally true. The internal consistency of the original instrument (Cronbach’s alpha) was .71 thru .84. The following instruments were also applied, in order to check the convergent validity: The Hope Index (Pacico, Bastianello, Zanon, & Hutz, 2011; Staats, 1989), Life Orientation Test Revised-LOT-R, (Bastianello, Pacico, Zanon, & Hutz, manuscript submitted; Scheier, Carver, & Bridges, 1994) and Rosenberg’s Self-Esteem Scale (Hutz & Zanon, 2011; Rosenberg, 1989).

The Hope Index has 21 items. For each item the subject marks on the left how much (s)he desires the item on the right, and how much (s)he believes that the item will occur, using a scale of 0 thru 5 points. According to Staats (1989), this instrument would have four subscales: Hope-self, Hope-other, Desire and Expectation. The adapted instrument had appropriate internal consistency (hope-self .83 and hope-other .81), being similar to the values obtained in the original study (Pacico, Bastianello, Zanon, & Hutz, 2013).

The Life Orientation Test Reviewed (LOT-R) is a self-report test to measure the dispositional optimism described by Scheier et al. (1994) and adapted and validated for Brazilian adolescents by Bastianello et al. (2013). The instrument consists of 10 items, four of them being distractors. The subjects answer the statements indicating their degree of agreement on a Likert scale of 5 points, varying from complete disagreement to full agreement. The adapted LOT-R has good internal consistency, similar to the original study (Cronbach’s alpha .80).

Rosenberg’s Self-Esteem Scale (Hutz & Zanon, 2011) is a one dimensional self-report measure of self-esteem. A four-point likert scale is used to answer each item.
It is composed of closed 10 questions related to satisfaction with oneself, with one’s qualities and capacities, with the very value, pride and respect for oneself, a positive attitude related to oneself, a feeling of uselessness and a sensation of failure. The instrument has displayed good psychometric features (Cronbach’s alpha .90).

**Procedures**

Initially the Hope test was translated into Portuguese, and then translated back into English. Judges fluent in English analyzed the original instrument and the ensuing back translation version to check if they were semantically equivalent.

Then, the version in Portuguese was applied to a pilot sample to check the understanding of the items and application instructions. It was not identified the necessity of any change in the items. Data started to be collected when it had been established that the items of the instrument were intelligible and understandable to groups of high school and university student and that the instructions given were adequate.

The instruments were applied collectively in the classroom. The participants were informed about the objective of the survey, ensured of the nondisclosure of the data and that participation was voluntary. Then, they were given instructions about how to fill in the questionnaires.

**Results**

**Factorial Structure of the Hope Scale**

The set of eight items of the Hope Scale was submitted to a factorial analysis (varimax rotation). As can be seen in the scree plot (Figure 1), the results indicated the presence of a single factor, with an eigenvalue of 3.35, which explained approximately 41.8% of the total variance. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin index was .87 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant ($p < .001$). The communalities of the items ranged from .32 to .52. All the items had componential loads exceeding .58. The internal consistency of the scale was good (Cronbach’s alpha = .80).

There were no significant differences between the Hope means for men ($M = 32.1; SD = 5.0$) and for women ($M = 32.4; SD = 4.6$) [$t (424) = .6; p > .05$]. The mean for the entire sample was $32.2 (SD = 4.8)$. A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted to evaluate model fit using EQS 6.1 (maximum likelihood estimation). Unidimensionality was supported: $\chi^2 (20) = 45.62, p < .001$, RMSEA = .45, CFI = .97.

**Evidence of Convergent Validity of the Hope Scale**

To evaluate the relationship between dispositional Hope and the other variables, Pearson correlation analyses were executed. Table 1 shows the results of the analysis. In general, positive and moderate correlations were found between dispositional Hope and the other variables. As these correlations are similar to the ones reported in most studies, these results suggest convergent validity between the Hope Scale with The Hope Index, Life Orientation Test Revised-LOT-R, and Rosenberg’s Self-Esteem Scale.
Table 1  
Correlations between Dispositional Hope and Cognitive Hope, Optimisms, and Self-Esteem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Dispositional Hope</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Cognitive Hope</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Self-esteem</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Optimism</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. All correlations were significant (p < .01).

Discussion

The main objective of this study was to adapt and validate the Adult Dispositional Hope Scale (Snyder et al., 2001). There is some disagreement in the literature about the factorial structure of the Hope scale. Some researchers have found two factors and others just one factor. Babyak, Snyder and Yoshinobu (1993) conducted a confirmatory factorial analysis and concluded that the two-factor model was significantly better than the model of one factor representing general Hope. Other authors as Roesch and Vaughn (2006) support this interpretation. However, the two factors seem to be highly correlated (r > .80) in several studies. Such high correlations produce doubts about the existence of two factors. Arnau, Rosen, Finch, Rhudy and Fortunato (2007) suggest that when scale components that share much of common variance are treated as separate dimensions, the results from validity studies are not reliable.

Brouwer, Meijer, Weekers and Baneke (2008) found that the best solution for the structure of this scale was unidimensional, namely Dispositional Hope. They stated that when they used a bifactorial model, there was no general factor which explained the intercorrelation of the items.

The results found in the presente study corroborate the findings of Brouwer, Meijer, Weekers and Baneke (2008). The factorial analysis in our study extracted only one factor with an eingevalue greater than one. Thus, for our sample, the best solution for the componential structure of the instrument is the unidimensional model. Agency and pathways both contribute to the variability of a single larger dimension, Dispositional Hope.

A possible explanation for the unidimensional structure was given by Roesch and Vaughan (2006). They stated that during the testing it is not clear if the participants perceive pathways and agency as separate constructs. Thus, they could perceive them as being equal generating a single factor, Dispositional Hope. Snyder et al. (1991) state, also, that the general factor (Hope) is the best predictor of results and that it is extremely difficult to predict which of the factors - agency or pathways – are responsible for them, due to the great overlapping of variability of them both. This is why most studies about Hope are executed considering it to be the single general dimension (Roesch & Vaughan, 2006). Arnau et al. (2007) also suggest that agency and pathways do not necessarily make single and independent contributions to the construct of Hope, even because, as stated by Snyder et al. (1991), agency and pathways are independent but highly related constructs. This may be the factor generating divergence concerning the factorial structure of the scale; this correlation can be so large that it indicates the presence of a single factor.

Thus, we can conclude that, for the sample selected, the unidimensional solution is the most satisfactory one, considering that the factorial analysis showed the presence of only one component more relevant with an eigenvalue of 3.35, explaining 41.8% of the total variance. All the items had a componental load exceeding .56 and the internal consistency of the scale was quite adequate (Cronbach’s alpha = .80) and within the parameters already found in the relevant literature (Snyder et al., 1991).

No sex-related differences were observed in the scores of the hope scale. Men and women do not differ regarding hope. This had already been observed by Creamer et al. (2009), Roesch and Vaughn (2006) and Snyder (1995) who also did not find any sex-related differences in their studies.

Evidence of convergent validity of the scale was found through the relation of the instrument with optimism, self-esteem and Cognitive Hope. Moreover, similar surveys confirm the results obtained: Roesch and Vaughan (2006) reported the positive correlation of Dispositional Hope with self-esteem and optimism (Snyder et al., 1991), at the same time as being different constructs (Bandura, 1982; Scheier & Carver, 1985; Valle et al., 2004). The relation with other adaptive behavior has been widely reported in the relevant literature (Magaletta & Oliver, 1999; Snyder, Cheavens et al., 1997; Snyder et al., 1991).

In conclusion, the results of the present study indicate that the scale is valid to measure hope in Brazilian adolescents. Further studies will be needed to generalize the results to other regions of Brazil.
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